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Nicky Haslam's Folly de Grandeur
A tale set against a backdrop of 1937's massacre of thousands of Haitians under
the orders of power-mad generalissimo Trujillo finds the loving interracial marriage
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of Dominican Pedro and Haitian AdäA le shattered when a group of soldiers arrive
in theirDominican border town intent on murdering Haitian citizens.

The Assault
INSTANT NATIONAL BESTSELLER The Life of a Wannabe Mogul: Mental Disarray,
Bella Thorne's collection of illuminating and inspiring poems chronicles her
personal struggles, relationships, and wild-child lifestyle, all with her trademark wit
and wisdom.

Mea Cuba
A fully-revised and updated new edition of a concise and insightful socio-historical
analysis of the Cuban revolution, and the course it took over five and a half
decades. Now available in a fully-revised second edition, including new material to
add to the book’s coverage of Cuba over the past decade under Raul Castro All of
the existing chapters have been updated to reflect recent scholarship Balances
social and historical insight into the revolution with economic and political analysis
extending into the twenty-first century Juxtaposes U.S. and Cuban perspectives on
the historical impact of the revolution, engaging and debunking the myths and
preconceptions surrounding one of the most formative political events of the
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twentieth century Incorporates more student-friendly features such as a timeline
and glossary

Farewell to the Sea
"Story of Fortunato, a dreamy, sullen boy trapped in a house full of abandoned
aunts in a decrepit backwater. Tormented by sexual desires for both men and
women, he hears, in the pauses in his family's quarrels, the crackle of rebel gunfire
a sound that will beckon him into a world as demented as the one he has sworn to
escape."--Page 4 of cover.

The International Best-Dressed List
Create your next breakthrough Mad Genius is a unique book for
entrepreneurs--and for employees who want to think like entrepreneurs. It will help
you unleash the innate creative genius inside you. Every industry has its sacred
cows and accepted practices. These are often based upon foundational premises
that are no longer valid--if they ever were. There's a reason Facebook was birthed
in a dorm room, Amazon.com came from people not in the bookstore business, and
UBER was created by people who weren't from the taxi industry. Innovation,
discovery, and creating disruption require blowing up conventional thinking and
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unleashing your entrepreneurial brilliance. Mad Genius is a fire hose of creative
stimulation that will spark breakthrough ideas and show you how to nurture them.
Get ready to think different. From the Hardcover edition.

American Supernatural Tales
Eminent Maricones
A revelatory memoir of the 17 years Juan Sanchez spent as one of Fidel Castro's
personal soldiers, in his innermost circle

1001 Books You Must Read Before You Die
"Quirky, unpredictable, often hilarious, Infante's book tells us much about the
effect of the Cuban revolution on Cuban literature." - Publishers Weekly With bitter
irony, the author tells a story sadly repeated during this century. A dictatorship
that silences the intellectuals, a regime that lies and kills, and a propaganda war
that has yet to end. One of the best compilations of documents on recent Cuban
history.
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The Ghost of the Charlotte Lighthouse
In the Flicker of an Eyelid
From "The Alchemist" to "Thus Spake Zarathustra" and Achebe to Zola, "1001
Books" offers concise critical insights into the books and the writers that have
excited the imagination of the world. It offers reviews, author biographies, plot and
character assessments and historical information on those books considered the
most important, compelling, or simply the best fiction ever written. Whether
classics, novels, thrillers, science fictions, or romances, you will never again be
stuck for what to read next or how to find the next great book from an author. In
the style of the phenomenally successful "1001 Movies", this is an incisive guide to
the books that have had a real impact - whether in the form of critical acclaim or
as cult classics. It is an eclectic selection by a superb international team of writers
and critics, a provides a new take on old classics and is a guide to what's hot in the
huge contemporary fiction market. It is also an ideal reference for anyone who
loves to read.

Autoepitaph
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Students from an elementary school in Rochester, New York, work together to save
a lighthouse and, along the way, discover that it may be haunted.

Before Night Falls
Jaime Manrique weaves into his own memoir the lives of three important 20thcentury Hispanic writers: the Argentine Manuel Puig, the author of Kiss of the
Spider Woman; the Cuban Reinaldo Arenas, author of Before Night Falls; and
Spanish poet and playwright Frederico Garcia Lorca.

Singing from the Well
The shocking memoir by visionary Cuban writer Reinaldo Arenas "is a book above
all about being free," said The New York Review of Books--sexually, politically,
artistically. Arenas recounts a stunning odyssey from his poverty-stricken
childhood in rural Cuba and his adolescence as a rebel fighting for Castro, through
his supression as a writer, imprisonment as a homosexual, his flight from Cuba via
the Mariel boat lift, and his subsequent life and the events leading to his death in
New York. In what The Miami Herald calls his "deathbed ode to eroticism," Arenas
breaks through the code of secrecy and silence that protects the privileged in a
state where homosexuality is a political crime. Recorded in simple, straightforward
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prose, this is the true story of the Kafkaesque life and world re-created in the
author's acclaimed novels.

A Hammock Beneath the Mangoes
These stories portray the Latin American vision of the world.

Mona and Other Tales
Jorge Olivares connects the personal, political, and artistic trajectories of the Cuban
writer Reinaldo Arenas (1943—1990) to Arenas's insights into the Cuban
Revolution, the struggles of exiles, and the politics of sexuality.

El Testimonio en la Pentagonía de Reinaldo Arenas
Part of a new six-volume series of the best in classic horror, selected by awardwinning director Guillermo del Toro American Supernatural Tales is the ultimate
collection of weird and frightening American short fiction. As Stephen King will
attest, the popularity of the occult in American literature has only grown since the
days of Edgar Allan Poe. The book celebrates the richness of this tradition with
chilling contributions from some of the nation's brightest literary lights, including
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Poe himself, H. P. Lovecraft, Shirley Jackson, Ray Bradbury, Nathaniel Hawthorne,
and—of course—Stephen King. This volumes also includes "The Yellow Sign," the
most horrific story from The King in Yellow, the classic horror collection by Robert
W. Chambers featured on HBO's hit TV series True Detective. By turns
phantasmagoric, spectral, and demonic, this is a frighteningly good collection of
stories. Filmmaker and longtime horror literature fan Guillermo del Toro serves as
the curator for the Penguin Horror series, a new collection of classic tales and
poems by masters of the genre. Included here are some of del Toro’s favorites,
from Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein and Ray Russell’s short story “Sardonicus,”
considered by Stephen King to be “perhaps the finest example of the modern
Gothic ever written,” to Shirley Jackson’s The Haunting of Hill House and stories by
Ray Bradbury, Joyce Carol Oates, Ted Klein, and Robert E. Howard. Featuring
original cover art by Penguin Art Director Paul Buckley, these stunningly creepy
deluxe hardcovers will be perfect additions to the shelves of horror, sci-fi, fantasy,
and paranormal aficionados everywhere. From the Hardcover edition.

Dancing with the Devil in the City of God
Cenzontle
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Twice confiscated by Cuban authorities and rewritten from memory, this litany of
despair--the story of life in totalitarian Cuba--is told through the voice of a wife
(who remains nameless), then through that of her husband, Hector, a disenchanted
revolutionary and poet. Hector, his wife and baby vacation for six days at a small
seaside cabin. There, in feverish lyrical outbursts, they each lament the loss of the
freedom they had barely begun to know in early Castro years, and with its passing
the loss of everything else--enthusiasm, rebelliousness and hope. Nothing except
terror remains, and as it grows, Hector and his wife's relationship becomes
intolerable. Under the domestic idle chatter lie their complete solitudes, a vestige
of wilted love, her disgust at the messier aspects of child care, his silent fury and
homosexual desire.--From publisher description.

The Double Life of Fidel Castro
This vast three-volume Encyclopedia offers more than 4000 entries on all aspects
of the dynamic and exciting contemporary cultures of Latin America and the
Caribbean. Its coverage is unparalleled with more than 40 regions discussed and a
time-span of 1920 to the present day. "Culture" is broadly defined to include food,
sport, religion, television, transport, alongside architecture, dance, film, literature,
music and sculpture. The international team of contributors include many who are
based in Latin America and the Caribbean making this the most essential,
authoritative and authentic Encyclopedia for anyone studying Latin American and
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Caribbean studies. Key features include: * over 4000 entries ranging from
extensive overview entries which provide context for general issues to shorter,
factual or biographical pieces * articles followed by bibliographic references which
offer a starting point for further research * extensive cross-referencing and
thematic and regional contents lists direct users to relevant articles and help map
a route through the entries * a comprehensive index provides further guidance.

Massacre River
This book presents an in-depth analysis of Reinaldo Arenas's Pentagony, which
includes the novels Singing from the Well, The Palace of the White Skunks,
Farewell to the Sea, The Color of Summer, and The Assault. Through the use of
fiction, Arenas offers a testimony of the oppression he suffered in Cuba during the
sixties and the seventies as a homosexual writer. This book highlights the fact that
although his work does not comply with the guidelines of the Cuban documentary
novel, it does give a strong voice to those who were silenced by the Revolutionary
government. The first two chapters provide an overview of literary genres relevant
to this study, such as the autobiography, autobiographical novel and documentary
novel, as well as the socio-historical context of the novels. Subsequently, this study
looks in detail at each novel separately, offering a comprehensive overview of the
Pentagony as a whole. -Page 10/21
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A History of the Cuban Revolution
"Alexis offers a highly sympathetic look into the daily lives and tribulations of the
Haitian people through the eyes of La Nina and the humane, searching worker El
Caucho. The racism of the U.S. military, the selfish and profit-oriented
machinations of Haitian politicians, the oppression of workers by the Cuban
dictator Batista, the exploitation of women, and the particularly noteworthy links
between Haiti and Cuba all form the figurative backdrop for a novel driven by
unforgettable characters."--BOOK JACKET.

Becoming Reinaldo Arenas
Haunted Castles is the definitve, complete collection of Ray Russell's masterful
Gothic horror stories, including the famously terrifying novella trio of oSardonicus,o
oSanguinarius,o and oSagittarius.o The characters that sprawl through Haunted
Castlesare frightful to the core- the heartless monster holding two lovers in limbo;
the beautiful dame journeying down a damned road toward depravity (with the
help of an evil gypsy); the man who must wear his fatal crimes on his face in the
form of an awful smile. Engrossing, grotesque, perverted, and completely
entrancing, Russell's Gothic tales are the best kind of dreadful.
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Papi
From prizewinning journalist and Brazilian native Juliana Barbassa comes a deeply
reported and beautifully written account of the seductive and chaotic city of Rio de
Janeiro as it struggles with poverty and corruption on the brink of the 2016 Olympic
Games. Juliana Barbassa moved a great deal throughout her life, but Rio was
always home. After twenty-one years abroad, she returned to find her native
city—once ravaged by inflation, drug wars, corrupt leaders, and dying
neighborhoods—undergoing a major change. Rio has always aspired to the
pantheon of global capitals, and under the spotlight of the 2014 World Cup and the
2016 Olympic Games it seems that its moment has come. But in order to prepare
itself for the world stage, Rio must vanquish the entrenched problems that
Barbassa recalls from her childhood. Turning this beautiful but deeply flawed place
into a pristine showcase of the best that Brazil has to offer in just a few years is a
tall order—and with the whole world watching, the stakes couldn’t be higher.
Library Journal called Dancing with the Devil in the City of God “akin to Charlie
LeDuff’s Detroit”—a book that “combines history and personal interviews in an
informative and engaging work.” This kaleidoscopic portrait of Rio introduces the
reader to the people who make up this city of extremes, revealing their aspirations
and their grit, their violence, their hungers, and their splendor, and shedding light
on the future of this city they are building together. Dancing with the Devil in the
City of God is an insider perspective from a native daughter and “a fascinating look
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at the people who live in and aspire to change one of the world’s most impressive
cities” (Booklist, starred review).

The Palace of the White Skunks
Cuban writer Reinaldo Arenas (1943-1990) is considered to be one of Latin
America's most innovative and provocative late-twentieth-century literary voices. A
prolific writer who overcame enormous persecution and censorship, Arenas wrote
novels, short stories, poetry, theater pieces, and essays. Francisco Soto's Reinaldo
Arenas is not only the first comprehensive review in English to examine and
analyze the major works of Arenas, but it is also the first to trace the articulation of
homoerotic themes and issues in the Cuban writer's oeuvre.

Haunted Castles
This lyrical novel, structured like a Creole quadrille, is a rich ethnography bearing
witness to police violence in French Guadeloupe. Narrators both living and dead
recount the racial and class stratification that led to a protest-turned-massacre.
Dambury’s English debut is a vibrant memorial to a largely forgotten atrocity,
coinciding with the government’s declassification of documents pertaining to the
incident.
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Mad Genius
Becoming Reinaldo Arenas explores the life and work of the Cuban writer Reinaldo
Arenas (1943–1990), who emerged on the Latin American cultural scene in the
1960s and quickly achieved literary fame. Yet as a political dissident and an openly
gay man, Arenas also experienced discrimination and persecution; he produced
much of his work amid political controversy and precarious living conditions. In
1980, having survived ostracism and incarceration in Cuba, he arrived in the
United States during the Mariel boatlift. Ten years later, after struggling with
poverty and AIDS in New York, Arenas committed suicide. Through insightful close
readings of a selection of Arenas's works, including unpublished manuscripts and
correspondence, Olivares examines the writer's personal, political, and artistic
trajectory, focusing on his portrayals of family, sexuality, exile, and nostalgia. He
documents Arenas's critical engagement with cultural and political developments
in revolutionary Cuba and investigates the ways in which Arenas challenged
literary and national norms. Olivares's analysis shows how Arenas drew on his life
experiences to offer revealing perspectives on the Cuban Revolution, the struggles
of Cuban exiles, and the politics of sexuality.

El Central
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Reinaldo Arenas was born to a poverty-stricken family in rural Cuba. By the time of
his death in New York four decades later, he had become one of Cuba's most
important poets, an outspoken critic of Castro's regime and one of the leading gay
voices of the twentieth century. In Before Night Falls, Arenas tells of his odyssey
from young rebel fighting for the Revolution, through his suppression as a writer,
his disillusionment with Castro, his imprisonment and torture, to his eventual exile
from Cuba to New York, where in 1987 he was diagnosed with AIDS. He committed
suicide in 1990, ending a life of constant struggle against repression. In a farewell
note, Arenas wrote: Due to my delicate state of health and to the terrible
depression that causes me not to be able to continue writing and struggling for the
freedom of Cuba, I am ending my life I do not want to convey to you a message of
defeat, but of continued struggle and hope.Cuba will be free. I already
am.(signed)Reinaldo Arenas

The Color of Summer, Or, The New Garden of Earthly Delights
Returning to his childhood home after his wife kicks him out, Benjamin lives with
his 81-year-old father and tries to put his life back together while he rekindles a
friendship with his high school crush, who has troubles of her own.

The Restless
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"A new edition of American contemporary poetry" --

Hallucinations
The history of the International Best-Dressed List, from its inception in 1940 by
Eleanor Lambert to the present day. Includes many photos of style leaders from
the worlds of entertainment, fashion, art, society, business, politics, royalty, and
media.

Becoming Reinaldo Arenas
The Ill-fated Peregrinations of Fray Servando
Overwhelmed by the cruelty of his family, a young boy tries to escape to a fantasy
world in the hills surrounding his home

Housebreaking
Mona and Other Tales covers Reinaldo Arenas's entire career: his recently
rediscovered debut (which got him a job at the Biblioteca Nacional in Havana),
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stories written in a political prison, and some of his last works, written in exile.
Many of the stories have not previously appeared in English. Here is the tender
story of a boy who recognizes evil for the first time and decides to ignore it; the
tale of a writer struggling between the demands of creativity and of fame; common
people dealing with changes brought about by revolution and exile; a romp with a
famous, dangerous woman in the Metropolitan Museum; an outrageous fantasy
that picks up where Garcia Lorca's famous play The House of Bernardo Alba ends.
Told with Arenas's famous wit and humanity, Mona makes a perfect introduction to
this important writer. Translated from the Spanish by Dolores Koch. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Reinaldo Arenas
From its humble origins as a Tudor hunting lodge to its present-day status as a
protected historic building, Nicky Haslam’s delightful ‘Folly de Grandeur’ is a
unique English country house that is one of the renowned decorator’s favourite
places. In this beautifully illustrated book, Part 1: A History of the House provides a
timeline of the house together with an overview of the design aesthetics that
characterize Haslam’s look. Part 2: The Essence of Style covers wall finishes, soft
furnishings, the transition from room to room, furniture form, style and
arrangement, classical elements, and creating tableaux with objets and
photographs. In Part 3: A House for All Seasons, you will find a year-round
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appreciation of this remarkable home, which was once owned by John Fowler, cofounder of Colefax & Fowler. By recounting events – from society gatherings to
quiet country weekends – stories about the rooms, and details about the
decoration and furnishings, Haslam reveals the personal touches that give the folly
its unique sense of life, both indoors and out. Inviting us into his carefully
preserved and lovingly decorated country home, he explains the intricacies and
delights of carefully mismatched furniture collected over the years, a colour palette
of subtle, warming tones that are quietly welcoming and effortlessly romantic, and
a wonderful collection of art that is nothing short of inspirational. Finally, in Part 4:
The Perfect Setting, Haslam shares unique garden design secrets and outdoor
‘rooms’ that complement his celebrated home.

Encyclopedia of Contemporary Latin American and Caribbean
Cultures
Cecilia Valdes, illegitimate, mulatto daughter of Don Candido, a slave trader,
unknowingly falls in love with her half-brother, Leonardo

Singing from the Well
The narrator offers his surrealistic impressions of life in Cuba as he struggles to
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maintain his sanity in the face of brutal repression

Graveyard of the Angels
Chapter One -- Chapter Two -- Chapter Three -- Chapter Four -- Chapter Five -Chapter Six -- Chapter Seven -- Chapter Eight -- Chapter Nine -- Chapter Ten -Chapter Eleven -- Chapter Twelve

Before Night Falls
A combination of prose and poetry portrays a young man's fight to survive the
harsh working conditions in a sugar mill

Travelling in the Family
The penultimate chapter in the author's "secret history of Cuba" offers a saga of
the triumph of the human spirit and will in the face of political and sexual
repression.

The Life of a Wannabe Mogul
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“In Autoepitaph, Reinaldo Arenas soars above death, conquers terror, and sees
himself reflected in the face of his lover, the Cuban sea.”—Flora González Mandri,
coeditor and cotranslator of In the Vortex of the Cyclone: Selected Poems by Excilia
Saldaña “A powerful tribute to Arenas, a poet who explores the meaning of our
ethical standing in the world as well as the transient nature of our souls. In this
collection, we journey with Arenas into his struggles and victories, accompanied by
his voice, filled with fortitude and hope. The English translation pays tribute to the
original Spanish text.”—Marjorie Agosín, author of Of Earth and Sea: A Chilean
Memoir Reinaldo Arenas (1943–1990) remains one of the most famous Cuban
writers in exile. His work constitutes a monument of resistance literature, but much
of the focus has been on his novels and his autobiography, Before Night Falls,
chosen as one of the ten best books of 1993 by the New York Times. Because his
poetic output has not been widely translated, Autoepitaph is the first and only
career-spanning volume of Arenas's poetry in translation in any language. This
bilingual volume includes narrative poems, sonnets, excerpts from Arenas's prose
poems, and previously unpublished works from his papers at Princeton University.
Both the Spanish originals as well as English translations seamlessly capture the
poet's sarcasm, humor, and powerful rhythms. Camelly Cruz-Martes provides an
outline for Arenas's major poetic strategies, as well as context for the themes that
unite his poems: resistance against colonialism, political and personal repression,
existential alienation, and the desire for transcendence through art.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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